Jon Baggaley's book is an exiting and profound piece of academic literature. It also includes personal anecdotes and flash backs about topics he came across during his long academic career as professor at Athabasca University, Concordia University and Memorial University of New Foundland. But Jon Baggaley is not only a gifted writer and researcher but also actor and therefore very much related to culture and arts. All this forms the ingredients of his book which “focusses on literature not usually associated with the field of Open and Flexible Learning, but offers a foundation for today’s open and distance-based approaches to global education” (Preface of his book).

The book starts with the optimistic definition of the Maastricht 2002 declaration about global education claiming that it should open people’s minds to the realities of the globalized world and bring about greater justice, equity and human rights. He then traces back the history of global communication to Denghis Khan and his arrow riders to end up with the modern forms developed by the different generations of distance education with special emphasis on the mega universities. Although communication is dominated today by iPads and smart phones Baggaley points out that important concepts how to bring online media to the population and to convert the recipients of that information into contributors (user generated content) have been developed much earlier e.g. by the Polish filmmaker Dziga Vertov about one hundred years ago. So Baggaley always tries to put actual media development into a historical context that includes parallel developments and trends in music or painting as well.
In the chapters that follow he explains the rise and fall of different media. He also points out that Asia in a certain sense became a leader in media and communication development because Asian institutions achieved to accommodate mass media like television and radio with online virtual teaching systems instead of closing down audiovisual centers like it happened in the past in many western institutions. The book also shows his preference for simultaneous communication compared to asynchronous communication and his claim for sound research before hopping on new technology. Consequently history of educational research methodologies up to actual data mining of time based recording of audience reactions to improve media design are another focus of the book.

Those who might have expected that the book deals with harmonizing of global education will be somehow disappointed because the book rather explains the ever new destruction of prevailing concepts by upcoming innovations like in Schumpeter’s theories of economic cycles and the resistance and expectations related to these changes. However he also underlines that the “new clothes” all have some predecessors and are all too often rather “second hand” and that harmonization to happen needs critical research not to make everything equal but to identify where real value added can be generated to make education a vehicle for improving conditions of life.

So it is not casual that the yin-yang symbol can be found at the beginning and at the end of his book.
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